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I N D E X



Bring understanding to your own worldview by engaging 
people of all backgrounds, ethnicities, histories, and faiths

● Grow in the ministry of listening, compassion and 
empathy,

● Engage in the guidance of the Holy Spirit during 
interviews 

KINGDOM MINDED CREATIVITY 

This PCM was created for Kingdom Minded Creatives meaning 
that we want you to intertwine your art with theology for the sake 
of the Gospel.

● Grow in your creative medium (photography, journalism, 
videography, article writing)

● Dream up ideas that play in the Sandbox

ADVANCEMENT OF THE GOSPEL

You’ll quickly learn that this PCM is in large  - evangelism. We want you to 
understand gospel conversations and how genuine conversations can quickly 
become an open door to share the good news.

● Become more bold and active in sharing the gospel 
● Develop relational, social, and spiritual awareness of opportunities and 

closed doors

SPIRITUAL GROWTH & CULTURAL AWARENESS

L E A R N I N G   G O A L S
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“A child's sandbox is a place where creativity and fun are synonymous. 
Likewise, our ministries should be fun, inspiring, and challenging. 

"Leading from the Sandbox" is a how-to manual for developing 
high-impact teams in your ministry or church. . .”

Author: T. J. Addington

The sand is the Value and Visions of The City’s Gospel, but with the 
expanse of the ‘sandbox’, you have the freedom to create whatever 

you’d like to through whatever medium you do desire and are 
passionate about. This is kingdom minded creativity in which this 

ministry wants to foster an environment for.

T H E  S A N D B O X
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“We are committed to advancing the gospel on the streets of Chicago while 

creating content to propel evangelism revitalization in Christian Culture.

Committed to move our audience from oblivion induced passivity to simple 

acts of compassion with compelling and real stories.”

“We are committed to using good art that represents the imago dei to 

draw people into understanding the story behind the image.”

S T O R I E S
W I T H  
A 
P U R P O S E

V I S I O N S  &  V A L U E S

MISSIONS STATEMENT

ARTIST STATEMENT
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WHO ARE WE?

We’re a team of Christian photojournalists who seek to do primarily 3 things:
1) START CONVERSATIONS: We want to start conversations with 

strangers about God. (this entails provoking curiosity)
2) BRING UNDERSTANDING: In love, we want to understand our 

community better.
3) USE GOOD ART: We want to use good art to depict the conversations 

in effort to encourage our viewers to have them as well, and also invite 
others into the understanding we have gained. 

OUR REACH

Our hope is to influence both the interviewee and 
the Christian through our interactions and media.

The Christian

We want to provoke compassion and 
understanding to encourage them to start these 
evangelistic conversations themselves.

Compassion only comes through the work of the 
Holy Spirit, but we have the ability to give 
understanding through these stories and social 
media.

The Interviewee

We want to provoke thought about spirituality, 
and cause them to contemplate the idea that 
there’s a God who loves them. 

It’s crucial that in the conversations they feel 
heard and invited.

KEY 
SCRIPTURE

Colossians 4:5-6  
“Walk in wisdom toward outsiders, 
making the best use of the time. Let your 
speech always be gracious, seasoned with 
salt, so that you may know how you ought 
to answer each person.”

James 1:19  
“My dear brothers and sisters, 
take note of this: Everyone should 
be quick to listen, slow to speak 
and slow to become angry,”

V I S I O N S  &  V A L U E S
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L E G A L  &  E T H I C S

LEGAL

Standards
We have not run into any legal bindings, but as The City’s Gospel grows, it is smart to protect 
ourselves in any cases as we are dealing with privacy and media. When a stranger says no, do not 
prompt any further, thank the person, and find someone else.

After your interview, you may ask to take their photo - be clear where it will be posted and its 
purpose. 

Jot Form/Verbal Consent
You want to understand their story, and share it with others so they too may come to compassion 
and understanding. Willing participants must sign the jot form: 
https://form.jotform.com/80956557310157

 If the participant completes the interview and photos but does not want it to be posted, make it 
clear to them that you will not release anything. Do not submit the story onto the Google Drive.

ETHICS

Interview
We stand by avoiding any sense of manipulation at all costs.  We SHOULD be able to tell the 
believer and non-believer the same answer when asked about what this ministry is.  It is a 
standard that you make known your intentions before requesting their consent.  

Remember that these are people not projects.

Post Production
Use discernment when choosing what story you would like to produce. We are reaching for raw, 
real, and diverse stories, but they should never exploit people for the sake of content. If you have a 
story you are questioning to produce, please reach out to either the Student Supervisor or Director.
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But in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to 
give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for 
the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect.

1 Peter 3:15

HEART & SOUL PREPARATION

Humble & Compassionate
We must be ready and willing to enter into these conversations with compassion regardless of what 
stories and opinions the participant may voice. Christ is our perfect example of compassion. (Mark 
6:34)

Prayerful & Holy Spirit Lead
Always pray before you go out.  Pray for the people you’re to come across, the words that Jesus 
wishes you to speak, a confidence rooted in him, etc.  It is crucial that we highly involve the one who is 
the absolute root of what we’re doing, and set our hearts prior to conversing.

Yield to the Holy Spirit. Walk the streets in continual prayer understanding that the Lord is in 
complete control of the situation. Even if you get shut down, He is still in control. (Romans 8:1-17)

Quiet Before The Lord
It is impossible to do this PCM in your own strength, nor should you attempt to go out without a 
contrite heart. Check your heart before the Lord; stop, meditate on his word, and pray - wait a day if 
you must. Your heart posture is the most important posture in this ministry. (Psalm 51:17)

P R E P A R A T I O N

KEY 
SCRIPTURE

Ephesians 5:1  
“Therefore be imitators of God, as beloved 
children; and walk in love, just as Christ 
also loved you and gave Himself up for us, 
an offering and a sacrifice to God as a 
fragrant aroma.”

Exodus 14:14
The Lord will 
fight for you; 
you need only 
to be still.”

Psalm 46:10
“Be still, and know that 
I am God. I will be 
exalted among the 
nations, I will be 
exalted in the earth!”
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INTRODUCTION

Boldness and assertiveness is key in interviewing. If you approach a stranger with 
timidness and shyness, you will be more likely to be turned away. Speak clearly when 
introducing yourself for the first time, and honor the Lord with a confidence rooted 
in Him. Be sure to indicate what your purpose is and what you want from them.

Introduce yourself as a student working for a project or as a journalist writing for a 
website. Try your best not to introduce yourself as a “Christian with a hidden 
agenda”. Don’t let your views come in the way before the interview so that their 
answers are unbiased. If they know you are a Christian from the start, they may 
lighten up or change their stories or answers, being cautious to not offend you. 

Dialogue with them first - ask them where they’re from, what they do, why they’re in 
Chicago, etc. This opens up the floor and establishes trust.

Introduction Prompt: 
“Hi could I interview 
you for a project? I’m 
with this project called 
the City’s Gospel 
where we are seeking 
to understand what 
different people think 
about religion - yes, it’ll 
be about religion, 
whether you hate it, 
love it, don’t care 
about it, I want your 
honest opinion”

QUESTIONS

TIP: The recorded interview should be 
around 2-5 minutes in length 

TIP: If you are asking more than 3 
questions, and are still getting short 
answers; the interviewee is 
disinterested and it is probably wise 
to wrap up the conversation and 
move on.

There are many ways you can begin asking them of their beliefs, and here are some examples of prompts:

➔ “Do you be believe in a higher power”
➔ “When you hear the word God, what comes to mind? Whether it’s a specific name, the idea that there 

isn’t one, or maybe you don’t know.  What do you think of?”
➔ “So you said you’re from Spain, prominent in Catholicism right? How do you think that has affected 

your view on religion or God?”

It is best to remain neutral from the very beginning and as they continue to tell you their story/opinions you 
have the freedom to narrow down your question.

Closed-ended questions are those which can be answered by a simple "yes" or "no," while open-ended 
questions are those which require more thought and more than a simple one-word answer.

T H E  I N T E R V I E W
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PEOPLE NOT PROJECTS
How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe in the one of whom 

they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching to them? And how can anyone preach 
unless they are sent? As it is written: “How beautiful are the feet of those who bring good news!”

ROMANS 10:14

The conversation doesn’t end with you 
receiving all your necessary interview 
content.  This ‘more’ (the conversations) 
is why we do what we do.  

EVANGELISM

Beyond being photographers and journalists, we are Christ imitators dedicated to letting the gospel 
emanate from our interactions with the strangers we encounter. Once the camera goes away we are to be 
intentional about continuing genuine conversation. We have the unique opportunity to ‘meet them where 
they’re at because of the interview. We have the opportunity of sharing the gospel with them, praying for 
them, or sharing our own stories. Sometimes those opportunities do not arise and we are shut down after 
the interview. Still, we rejoice - we rejoice knowing that they are thinking about their own spirituality, in 
which they may have never thought of which may bring them closer to Christ.

We are carrying the truth of our salvation and we should be intentional with sharing the gospel with these 
strangers. A large portion of this PCM is Evangelism. Before photojournalism, we are called to be ministers 
and messengers of the Gospel. The interview itself should last around 2-5 minutes. Be intentional about 
listening because it will help you after the camera and microphone goes away. Physically put away your 
camera and begin naturally conversing with them.

Naturally, when people are engaged in a CONVERSATION, they will ask you about your beliefs. This is an 
open door, and this is a natural opportunity to share Christ.

CONVERSATION VS. PRESENTATION

We want Gospel Conversations rather than Gospel Presentation. It is the Holy Spirit who will change their 
heart and a Presentation is very one sided and not engaging at all. Talk about God; what he has personally 
done in your life, present the gospel through your testimony and introduce the truth that God can do the 
same in their lives, invite them. Get the person thinking, get them engaged, pray for the Holy Spirit to do the 
Father’s will in their lives. Our God is mighty, and He knows who are His.

Be in constant prayer about who you are going to talk to, boldness to share the gospel, and for their hearts 
to be soft to receive. In this ministry, you may be very discouraged and fearful at times (it is pretty scary 
talking to random people). You may be rejected several times before you can actually engage with someone 
in conversation. 

We strongly encourage you to pray for the participant either on the spot or after they leave.

T H E  C O N V E R S A T I O N
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MON Director:
- Schedules PLANOLY 
- Creates rough draft of journalist article on Wix

Supervisor:
- Meets with scheduled student of the week

Photojournalists:
- Interviews

TUES Social Media Manager:
- Checks PLANOLY app and posts according to the week

Photojournalists:
- Interviews

WED Director:
- Publishes on website
- promotes Journalist’s article on all social media platforms

Photojournalists:
- Interviews

THURS Director:
- Completes emails/drafting future emails
- Meets with student(s) if needed

Photojournalists:
- Interviews

FRI Team: 
- Bi-weekly prayer meetings 

Exec Team Meeting:
- “Business” meeting when needed 

Photojournalists:
- Interviews

SAT Chief Executive Meetings:
- Director and Supervisor discuss goals, ideas, and action steps

Photojournalists:
- Submit final photos and interviews at 11:59

SUN Supervisor: 
- Check attendance and notifies Director if needed

Sifter/Editor:
- Reads, selects and edit “usable”/”good stories”

Photo Editor:
- Completes editing all the photos 

P R O D U C T I O N  W E E K
99



TIP: The  more people you interview the more stories 
you have to choose from. Diversity and range is great.

● Must be out for an 1 hour MINIMUM (not including transportation) conducting interviews and 
having conversations

○ see pg 5 for Ethics
○ 3 people is the minimum of how many people you should be able to interview and converse 

with within an hour
○ Avoid limiting yourself to just 1 interview - push yourself and get out there!

● DO NOT leave this PCM to the last minute, but rather carve out a consistent time each week to do 
your interviews.

○ ex. Every Monday from 2:15-4:00 
○ “On the go” photojournalism (carrying your camera everywhere to get interviews) does not 

work out well

WEEKLY RESPONSIBILITIES

PHOTOJOURNALISM

PROFESSIONALISM & SAFETY

Sensitivity 
As men and women, you have a different reach. 
There may be some cultural and social barriers 
that are not wise to cross. Use discernment, be 
aware of your surroundings and possible 
cultures you may encounter. 

Attire
Dress casual and look approachable. Wear a 
smile, stand up straight, walk confidently.

Setting
We always want you to be in an area in the city 
that is well lit and well populated.  

Partner Up
You can choose to partner up and go with 
other journalists (no more than 2) to add to 
your safety, or go alone.  
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● MINIMUM: Produce 1 usable story into your G-Drive Folder
○ see Ethics/Vision (pg __) However, the more, the merrier!

● Transcribe interview and self edit document
○ Do not transcribe word for word
○ Omit and rearrange words carefully so the sentence makes sense grammatically, but 

avoid changing the meaning and maintain the tone
● Upload RAW photo to TCG Google drive
● Stories and Photos due by the end of each week. SATURDAY at 11:59 pm!

WEEKLY RESPONSIBILITIES

POST PRODUCTION

Take their portrait, anonymous image, or anything that captures them in a way they’re comfortable 
with.  Sometimes people are willing, but they’re not sure on how to go about posing for you, so you 
can help them by giving a prompt.  An example is “Do something only YOU would do!”  This gives you 
the opportunity to take their photo while they are being themselves, talking, laughing, etc.  

PORTRAITS/ANONYMOUS IMAGES

● Shoot in RAW
● Shoot Portrait Style
● Take 3 different photos/portraits of your 

interviewee.  We will have our photo 
editor handle the editing portion of the 
post production process, and this is 
mainly for continuity efforts.
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C O L L A T E R A L 

STICKERS

Each participant is given a sticker after each interview. 
The link on the sticker leads to our online gospel tract: 
thecitysgospel.com/what-is-your-why. If there isn’t a natural 
way to insert the story of Jesus, this ensures that no one 
is ever left without the gospel.

BUSINESS CARDS

Each team member is given 
personalized business card, and 
they’re to be given to interviewees 
that are actively engaged in the 
conversation, and interested in 
learning more. Some participants may 
want to get in contact with you 
personally to continue a 
conversation, and we strongly 
support this! Please use your 
discretion (and the Holy Spirit’s 
prompting). You do have a limited 
amount of these business cards so do 
use it wisely.
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

Refer to pg 2 for Sandbox. The City’s Gospel bloomed from a dream and idea. There were no boundaries, 
just Jesus and the desire to create. TCG wants to provide you with the unique opportunity to dream, 
create, design, and do. We want to help you organize a cast vision that build up your creative muscle and 
this ministry. Build with us! 

If you choose to do a Special Project, it will be in replacement of doing photojournalism weekly so that you 
may focus on building and producing.

CRITERIA 

● Must discuss and receive approval  from the Director, and Supervisor about the project 
● Must be aligned with The City’s Gospel Vision and Values 
● Must go out and interact with people in one way or another (discussed for tangibility 

purposes)
● Must be able to produce something weekly
● Only 1 week is allowed for creating purposes 

○ you do not have to provide something that week, but must dedicate 5 hours in 
creating that week. 

○ Submit an integrity email to Student Supervisor for that week). 

CASTING VISION 

Before coming to the Student Supervisor or Director about pursuing a 
Special Project, cast your vision and make a plan. Be sure it follows the 
criteria above. Create a weekly schedule for yourself and how this project 
would pan out, how long it would take, etc. 

EXAMPLE

SPECIAL PROJECT: TCG Introduction Video “What’s Your Why”

❏ Disscussed first with 
Supervisor, then 
Director

❏ Casted vision
❏ Set schedule 

❏ Week 1: Storyboard
❏ Produced stock footage of city

❏ Week 2: Draft
❏ Produced test video
❏ Followed Photojournalist

❏ Week 3: Production
❏ Nothing submitted

❏ Week 4: 
❏ Final product
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Sarah Slayman | Media & Ministry Director
thecitysgospelproject@gmail.com
(614) 307 -5706

Brent Barrett | Student Supervisor
thecitysgospelexecutive@gmail.com
(636) 226 - 6084

Nathan Strand | PCM Department
nathan.strand@moody.edu
(312) 329 - 4229

Ali Castillo | Founder
alisonfaithcastillo@gmail.com
(312) 721 - 1019

C O N T A C T
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How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe in 
the one of whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching 
to them? And how can anyone preach unless they are sent? As it is written: “How beautiful 

are the feet of those who bring good news!”



S T O R I E S
W I T H  
A 
P U R P O S E

Many prayers, many blessings,
- Ali Castillo | Founder


